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A Blessing in Disguise 

by John Ashbery 

Yes, they are alive and can have those colors, 
But I, in my soul, am alive too. 
I feel I must sing and dance, to tell 
Of this in a way, that knowing you may be drawn to me. 

And I sing amid despair and isolation 
Of the chance to know you, to sing of me 
Which are you. You see, 
You hold me up to the light in a way 

I should never have expected, or suspected, perhaps 
Because you always tell me I am you, 
And right. The great spruces loom. 
I am yours to die with, to desire. 

I cannot ever think of me, I desire you 
For a room in which the chairs ever 
Have their backs turned to the light 
Inflicted on the stone and paths, the real trees 

That seem to shine at me through a lattice toward you. 
If the wild light of this January day is true 
I pledge me to be truthful unto you 
Whom I cannot ever stop remembering. 

Remembering to forgive. Remember to pass beyond you into the day 
On the wings of the secret you will never know. 
Taking me from myself, in the path 
Which the pastel girth of the day has assigned to me. 

I prefer “you” in the plural, I want “you” 
You must come to me, all golden and pale 
Like the dew and the air. 
And then I start getting this feeling of exaltation. 

 

 



The One Thing That Can Save America by John Ashbery 

Is anything central? 
Orchards flung out on the land, 
Urban forests, rustic plantations, knee-high hills? 
Are place names central? 
Elm Grove, Adcock Corner, Story Book Farm? 
As they concur with a rush at eye level 
Beating themselves into eyes which have had enough 
Thank you, no more thank you. 
And they come on like scenery mingled with darkness 
The damp plains, overgrown suburbs, 
Places of known civic pride, of civil obscurity. 
 
These are connected to my version of America 
But the juice is elsewhere. 
This morning as I walked out of your room 
After breakfast crosshatched with 
Backward and forward glances, backward into light, 
Forward into unfamiliar light, 
Was it our doing, and was it 
The material, the lumber of life, or of lives 
We were measuring, counting? 
A mood soon to be forgotten 
In crossed girders of light, cool downtown shadow 
In this morning that has seized us again? 
 
I know that I braid too much on my own 
Snapped-off perceptions of things as they come to me. 
They are private and always will be. 
Where then are the private turns of event 
Destined to bloom later like golden chimes 
Released over a city from a highest tower? 
The quirky things that happen to me, and I tell you, 
And you know instantly what I mean? 
What remote orchard reached by winding roads 
Hides them? Where are these roots? 
 
It is the lumps and trials 
That tell us whether we shall be known 
And whether our fate can be exemplary, like a star. 
All the rest is waiting 
For a letter that never arrives, 
Day after day, the exasperation 
Until finally you have ripped it open not knowing what it is, 
The two envelope halves lying on a plate. 



The message was wise, and seemingly 
Dictated a long time ago, but its time has still 
Not arrived, telling of danger, and the mostly limited 
Steps that can be taken against danger 
Now and in the future, in cool yards, 
In quiet small houses in the country, 
Our country, in fenced areas, in cool shady streets.  
 
“How to Continue” by John Ashbery  
Oh there once was a woman  
and she kept a shop  
selling trinkets to tourists  
not far from a dock  
who came to see what life could be  
far back on the island.  
 
And it was always a party there  
always different but very nice  
New friends to give you advice  
or fall in love with you which is nice  
and each grew so perfectly from the other  
it was a marvel of poetry  
and irony  
 
And in this unsafe quarter  
much was scary and dirty  
but no one seemed to mind  
very much  
the parties went on from house to house  
There were friends and lovers galore  
all around the store  
There was moonshine in winter  
and starshine in summer  
and everybody was happy to have discovered  
what they discovered  
 
And then one day the ship sailed away  
There were no more dreamers just sleepers  
in heavy attitudes on the dock  
moving as if they knew how  
among the trinkets and the souvenirs  
the random shops of modern furniture  
 
and a gale came and said  
it is time to take all of you away  
from the tops of the trees to the little houses  



on little paths so startled  
 
And when it became time to go  
they none of them would leave without the other  
for they said we are all one here  
and if one of us goes the other will not go  
and the wind whispered it to the stars  
the people all got up to go  
and looked back on love 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Late Echo by John Ashbery 
 
Alone with our madness and favorite flower  
We see that there really is nothing left to write about.  
Or rather, it is necessary to write about the same old things  
In the same way, repeating the same things over and over  
For love to continue and be gradually different.  

 
Beehives and ants have to be re-examined eternally  
And the color of the day put in  
Hundreds of times and varied from summer to winter  
For it to get slowed down to the pace of an authentic  
Saraband and huddle there, alive and resting.  

 
Only then can the chronic inattention  
Of our lives drape itself around us, conciliatory  
And with one eye on those long tan plush shadows  
That speak so deeply into our unprepared knowledge  
Of ourselves, the talking engines of our day. 

 
 


